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We are a leading commercial photography studio, with over 15 years 
of experience catering for the image needs of major brand names. 

Our home is nestled within the South Pennines, conveniently located 
close to major transport routes and between Leeds and Manchester, 

whilst looking out over the beautiful hillsides of Cragg Vale.

With multiple studio spaces on site we are able to support a wide 
range of photographic services; including room sets, model shoots, 
videography, fashion and product photography along with CGI and

in-house post production.

At Prodoto we have all of your lifestyle image needs covered.

With our extensive studio space and experienced team of interior 
photographers and stylists, we are ready to bring your products to life 

in the settings of your choice.

They say a picture paints a thousand words, so the best way to
understand what we can do for you is to browse the following pages 

which are filled with images created in our studios.

Introducing Prodoto







Our talented team can create any environment you need,
from grand bedrooms to country kitchens.

We will build the perfect set to match your style.

Bespoke Set Build



















































Focus on the important details of your designs with individually 
styled cameo shots and close ups. Highlight the finishing touches that 

make your textile ranges stand out from the crowd.

Cameo & Details











Windows are an important feature in any interior scheme, 
and they deserve to be dressed to perfection. 

Whether you are looking for simple, consistent
ecommerce curtain shots, or beautiful aspirational

lifestyle images, we have your window treatments covered.

Curtains and Blinds















Grab the attention by showing your ranges in unexpected 
settings. You don’t have to navigate the British weather, 

we can even shoot Outdoors…Indoors!

Out Of The Ordinary









Show all your colour options or designs with clean, clear ecommerce imagery. 
Colour matched to physical swatches so your customers can be confident in 

their selections.

Or, choose creative displays showing complementary fabrics from your ranges 
as inspiration.

Swatches











Perfect for marketing campaigns or social media posts. Get creative 
with fabrics and trimmings to show your vision, or as a teaser for new 

range launches.

Creative Mood Boards











Capturing The Detail

Perfect Product Shots

Smooth and simple ecommerce images illustrating your
ready-made product ranges, or lifestyle product shots to inspire 

and excite your customer.







Prodoto colour match images to your physical product 
ensuring the most accurate colour representation.

 
We then take this a step further ensuring that all

images in your range match each other perfectly to 
give your customer complete confidence.

We can even change fabric colours in post production 
so you don’t need to shoot every option that you sell! 

Colour
Consistency



From the moment your stock arrives the Prodoto team get to work.

Our Goods In department check your stock to ensure everything is 
here and prepare it carefully for your shoot, steaming or ironing in 

readiness.

We work with a wide range of interior stylists who can be booked for 
your shoots to team up with our experienced interior photographers.

 
If you have a preferred team just let us know, alternatively we can 

make suggestions and give you options to select from, to give your 
shoot its finishing touches.

Teamwork Makes The
Dream Work



Our in-house set build team can produce any 
setting you need, creating atmosphere and 

realistic environments for your products.

Our studio props are available, and we have 
good relationships with many local prop hire 
companies for any special items you need.

Set Build



Why restrict your brand to stills, we can create the perfect video to show your products 
in a style to suit you. Take a look at these examples on our website videography page.

www.prodoto.com/videography

Video

https://vimeo.com/662970037
https://vimeo.com/715923136
https://vimeo.com/710782666


We hope these images have inspired you.

If you are thinking of trying something new, why not contact our friendly Production 
Team and find out how we can help you get the very best photography

for your next product ranges.

Next Steps 



www.prodoto.com

p. +44 (0)1422 882211 e. info@prodoto.com

Unit 2a Dean Hey Country Business Park, Cragg Vale, Hebden Bridge, HX7 5RU

http://www.prodoto.com
http://www.prodoto.com
https://www.instagram.com/prodotophotographic
https://www.linkedin.com/company/prodoto-photographic-studios
https://www.facebook.com/ProdotoPhotographic
https://twitter.com/Prodoto

